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The site may not work properly if you dont update your browser. If you do not update your browser,
we suggest you visit old reddit. Press J to jump to the feed. Press question mark to learn the rest of
the keyboard shortcuts Log in sign up User account menu 5 Flight manual question about Black
Shark 1 vs 2.was there ever a flight manual for 2 All Im finding on the internet is a manual for BS1.
Discussion primarily focuses on DCS World and BMS. This is not a full on
reprimandyouforhavingyournavigationlightsonwhenyoushouldnthave type outfit here. All rights
reserved Back to top. I have quickly browsed through this extended version. It appears the major
differences are more information about weapons, mechanics and aeronatical properties of the black
shark. I like that kind of information. But they still have not gotten rid of the Cyrillic alphabet in the
pics when explaning button function. There is an english version of the cockpit. The entire manual
should have been in english. When I read the first manual it was a long and tidious reading. I read
about whatever button in english then I looked at the pic and button had Cyrillic all over it. I think
each manual should be totally written in a single language and each pic should show buttons with
letters from the same language. Ive had Flaming Cliffs for three years and I could not get myself to
learn the SU25T because I refuse to have to learn a different alphabet. On a side note, I also dont
want to hear a, widely different, foreign accented voice. The voices should be spoken with a neutral
accent in the language the country the simulation is sold. If DCS wants people to read a 500 page
manual, in my opinion you have to read the entire manual to master this helicopter, they need to
stop given us more work than neccesary and keep the manual in one language. The pics are what
makes the manual. If we cant understand the pics DSC just wasted our time and
energy.http://elreefelaraby.com/userfiles/cosa-software-manual.xml

1.0.

And in my case with Flaming Cliffs, a waste of my hard earned money. Extended is nice. But the
english manual, the one I read and is now available in an extended version, needs to be corrected.
Paste as plain text instead Display as a link instead Clear editor Upload or insert images from URL.
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Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your
credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. Please try
again.Please try again.Please try again. Printed in black and white with color covers. A must have for
anyone who wants to become an expert with the Ka50 Black Shark. Then you can start reading
Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer no Kindle device required. To calculate the
overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon.
It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. TempestSurvivor 4.0 out of
5 stars It is quite thick. but since the pages are not numbered, I can not say for sure how many. The
only reason I did not give them 5 stars is that I treated it with extreme care, but the cover began
ripping though the spiral binder in a few days. Now it still has the content, but does not look special
anymore.I jumped the gun and bought it. I received it in a standard bubble protected envelope
without any damage. The manual itself is a dream come true for us, military combat aviation and
flight simulators enthusiasts, because beside the history of the actual Black Shark, we got to see
what every button and every lever in the helicopter actually does. It seems that the manual is
printed on a higher quality paper. The print is crisp and sharp. Pictures are black and white but are
of very high quality so that we can actually see all necessary
details.http://choijaebonghihome.com/upload/editor/20200911071125.xml

And second I can use it for my Ka50 Black Shark 2 startup sequence. Especially Chapter 6 Cockpit
Control it really informative. Yet, One added thought looking at his argument between helicopter
rotor, I just can wait to read DCS manual about AH1 and UH1 objective argument.Since DCS
includes this very manual in.PDF form in their game directory, you can print that one out. I must say
that it will be better because this one is black and white and you may wish to print in color. When
you do this you have to be careful however what I did was first print odd pages only tswo per sheet
and then put the papers back into the printer and printed even pages only two per sheet REVERSED
to match the pages on both sides. Later I just cut the whole thing the wide margins with a rotary
cutter. Secondly, you may say that printing the whole thing at home on an inkjet printer might be
more expensive inkwise than buying online or printing in a store, and you might be right. 4 out of 5
stars because this book isnt color. But otherwise incredibly useful. Either read the book or go to
flight school, which is a little more expensive.I dont know why Amazon lists it as outofprint when its
a new product that has not yet been received in stock.Since we cant rate the actual product which I
think is probably going to be five stars anyway, Ill rate all those patient US chopper pilots who are
checking this page 3 times a day.Hang in there and keep that trim button going. It will be here soon
now, Im sure.DCS indicates they shipped several hundered weeks ago but the product is still
unavailable and to make it worst they are not even taking preorders, Im trying to be a loyal
customer to Amazon but in this case I guess Ill have to purchase one from Go Gamer once they
restock. Amazon dropped the ball on this one.When the manual will be AVAILABLEWith this manual
on the desk beside you the answers are there instantly.

It is spiral bound and the pages are easy to turn and stay turned when placed flat on the desk.The

http://choijaebonghihome.com/upload/editor/20200911071125.xml


cover is made from thick cardboard so no curling. If you have Black Shark this manual is
indispensable especially when you are just starting out.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please
try again The front and back covers although are not hardback are made with quite thick card. Its
better to have the book than print the manual as I did with the A10C sim, i.e. the cost, pages mixed
up etc. Detailed history. It did satisfy in detail of the description of instruments, flying, weapons
employment and clarity and understanding of the book was good, too. Well written and
sectioned.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again You dont get them anymore because
a Flight simulators are not popular enough anymore to justify the additional cost and b shops prefer
all the game boxes to be the same size otherwise they dont fit on the shelves!, and that size is a
standard DVD case with no room for anything other than an instruction pamphlet or a pdf manual.
For those of us who love the old school ethic, you can now get the massive ringbound manual
seperately. Result! All I need now is the keyboard overlay card and fold out map and Ill be in
retrogamergeek helosim heavenSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Druck erstellt,
samtliche Informationen der PdF Datei sind enthalten und dank der massiven Ringbuchausfuhrung
mit Metallspirale auch ganz umzuschlagen, damit das Buch nicht wider vonselbst zuklappt.Format
20cmx 23cm x 3cm.Auch ohne den Simulator fur Luftfahrtfans eine genaue, interessante und prazise
Darstellung samtlicher Cockpitsysteme,Checklisten,Flumanover,Notverfahren und Waffeneinsatz,
sogar eine ausfuhrliche Beschreibung von Aerodynamik und Flugverhalten eines
Coaxialhubschraubers fehlt nicht.Ich warte mit Spannung auf weitere Veroffentlichungen von DCS
Luftfahrzuegen manuals. Ein tolles Buch !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Ubrigens noch ein Wort zur m.e.

http://stroyzona.com.ua/companynews/dvd-architect-5-user-manual

vollig ungerechtfertigten Kritik am Buch durch den einSternRezensent Ein Printout der PDF hat
nicht das Handliche Format. Das praktische Metallringbuch, welches die Handhabung erleichtert,
fehlt,wenn man es im Copyshop binden lat, geht das zum einen nicht mit einem Umfang von rund
600 Seiten und es kostet das Drucken und Binden bereits bei einem Umfang von 180 Seiten rund
100 Euro. Mir erschliet sich also nicht die Behauptung des Rezensenten, man kame mit eigenem
Ausdruck der PDF Datei billiger weg, genau das Gegenteil ist der Fall.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again. Bez kompromisu a bez chyb. Bez kompromisu a bez chyb. Je mozne, ze
nektere funkce nebudou fungovat spravne. Pro plnou funkcnost internetoveho obchodu
doporucujeme povolit Javascript.Black shark nabizy nevidanou uroven realismu se zretelem na
letovou dynamiku, modelovani pristroju, avioniku a zbranove systemy. Umela inteligence pozemnich
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vozidel a helikopter byla vyrazne vylepsena stejne jako modely zbrani. Minimalni systemove
pozadavky OS Windows XP, Vista; CPU 2 GHz; RAM 1 GB; Graphics 256 MB ATI or nVidia, DirectX 9
compatible; Sound card; 4 GB of free space on HDD; Copy protected, requires internet activation.Ale
naivni uvazovat o tom, ze by tato hra nebyla delana jen pro DX9. Paklize bych hral na teto sestave
tuhle hru, asi ve videosetting, budu muset jit na MEDIUM, neli LOW details v nekterych nastavenich.
Sice je to jen odhad, avsak Call of Duty 4 Modern Warfare exceloval vynikajici grafikou a HW naroky
nebyli extra narocne.Na E8400 a GTX 260 to beha s plnou paradou na 1680x1050 kolem 60fps. Jestli
podporuje DX10 nemuzu posoudit, protoze mam win Xp. Kazdopadne to ale vypada dobre a protoze
dobrych simulatoru je jako safranu, muzu doporucit. Jeste poznamka, ze u nekterych kampani je
uvedeno, ze nepodporuji Windows Vista. Neni mi jasne, jak je muze jedna kampan podporovat a jina
ne.

Muze to nekdo overitPamatujete nekdo jeste Falcon, TFX, Eurofighter, F22 ADF, Tornado, Gunchip a
letecke arkady od Microprose. Zlaty casy, dneska vychazi tahle hra jednou za dva roky, tenkrat jich
bylo nekolik rocne. Ach jo.Pokud mate Visty nebo Win7, mozna to jde nejak i na XPpo nacteni hry,
kdyz uz sedite ve stroji na runwayi NE v menu zmacknete ctrlaltdel, tedy klasicky do spravce uloh,
tam najet pravym tlacitkem na proces jmenem DCS nebo tak nejak nemam to ted pred sebou a
klepnete na Nastavit sprazeni. Vyberete vsechny jadra vaseho CPU a prepnete se zpatky do hry. FPS
se timto zvysi primo brutalne, alespon na mem q6600 3,4Mhz OC. Mozna je na to nejaka utilita,
ktera to bude delat za Vas, ja to pokazde takhle prepinam rucne. Jinak kompatibilita s Vistama je
stoprocentni s 32 i 64 bit, mam to odzkousene. Hra na prvni pohled i podle vyvojaru DX10
nepodporuje.Je to bohuzel jen zakladni manual, kde nejsou popsany jednotlive systemy a
taktiky.Uzivatelska prirucka a pokrocily manual se da stahnout po registraci na oficialnich strankach
v PDF anglicky. Je to celkem skoda, ze ty manualy tam nejsou, natoz v tistene podobe.Naposled jsem
slysel pred 6 mesici, ze se uvazuje predevsim o online distribuci a ani CZ servery zabyvajici se
prevazne prodejem her tento titul zatim ve svem vyberu ani mezi ocekavanymi nemaji.Napis
moderatorum, kdyz to nemuzes vydrzet.Jsou to odlisne jazykove verze. Jedine co jde je prepnout v
anglicke verzi na kokpit v rustine, vic ne.Jelikoz jde o slozity simulator ktery je na velmi dobre urovni
nema zadnou konkurenci, byl z tohoto duvodu zalozen cesky web UVP Ustav virtualni pilotu, ktery se
timto simulatorem zabyva. Najdete zde mnoho ceskych navodu, vidotutorialu a pomoc na foru. Take
pravidelne litame multiplayrove mise a admini UVP poradaji vycvikove kurzy pro novacky Vrele tento
web doporucuji.



Zde ho najdete You can take the business loans or car loan and feel freeZaroven je povinen
zaevidovat prijatou trzbu u spravce dane online; v pripade technickeho vypadku pak nejpozdeji do 48
hodin. Na zaklade vaseho chovani na webu personalizujeme jeho obsah a zobrazujeme vam
relevantni nabidky a produkty. Personalizaci a cilenou reklamu si muzete kdykoliv vypnout nebo
upravit veskera nastaveni v Nastaveni soukromi. Objednanim si tento produkt zamluvite a obdrzite
informaci az bude k dispozici.Skutecny letecky simulator bojove helikoptery, s plne funkcnim 3D
kokpitem vcetne kompletni nabidky zbranovych systemu a realnych leteckych operaci. Na druhou
stranu, tento titul neni urcen jen pro ty, kteri hledaji ultimatni vyzvu. Jednim kliknutim mysi udelate
z vrtulniku ve stejnem grafickem prostredi a rovnez ve stejne palubni vybave klasickou akcni hru,
strilecku. Na sve si tedy prijdou i ti, kteri chteji jen strilet, popr.Vyhoda teto hry tedy spociva v
prizpusobeni simulatoru nejen vlastnim dovednostem a schopnostem, ale tez z hlediska obtiznosti
simulatoru jako celku.Behem nizkeho letu nad korunami stromu muzete rotorem zavadit o okolni
predmety a nasledky jsou modelovany. Pri tvrdem pristani muzete zlomit pridovy podvozek, nebo jej
jen nepatrne poskodit na vysledku je to opet znat. Treba prave podvozkove soustave vyvojari z
hlediska akce a reakce venovali nebyvale vysokou pozornost. Totez se tyka rotorovych listu, pohonne
jednotky a komplexniho vybaveni v kokpitu.Vyhoda plynule animace jehlovych budiku i snadneho
zpusobu ovladani mysi, usnadnuje vyuziti 3D kabiny vcetne ovladani v jakemkoli rezimu letu.
Zvyknete si i na vyuzivani radionavigacniho vybaveni vcetne radiokomunikace, popr.Hlavni rysy
engine navrzen pro vrtulniky .

The benefits of having such a coaxial design is that both engines produce lift versus only one engine
producing lift, thus increasing the power output of the aircraft and creating an unique and high
performance aircraft that will perform excellently at extremes of the flight envelope the KA50 is
quite capable of doing level turns at high speed, loopings and barrel rolls without the negative
repercussions inherent when doing such maneuvers in a conventional helicopter.Although the KA50
is also certainly capable of performing such a brute attack, it much more favors picking off its
highvalue armored or antiair targets one by one using its onboard targetting system and sensors,
reserving close in fighting with the gun and rockets for softer targets such as troops, artillery and
trucks. The KA50 features a large and diverse weaponry range, including the integrated Shipunov
2A42 30mm autocannon featured on the BTR90 and BMD2 vehicles, the S8 series 80mm rockets in
large volume rocket pods up to 80 rockets, the laserguided spinstabilized 9K121 Vikhr antitank
missiles up to 12 missiles and can also carry dumb iron bombs to be dropped on the targets quite
unique for a helicopter.The inhabitants of the target area dictate what weapons you can safely use to
achieve your objective. If the target area is full of SA15s you cannot safely use your cannon etc. If
the mission briefing doesnt tell you what to expect, you should scout it out yourself. Not scoping out
the area youre about to attack is asking to get shot down. Youd be surprised what you can see with
your eyes when you zoom in all the way.If youre target area is a dense city or heavily forested area
you should know you wont find everything and will most likely miss units. Keeping this in mind you
should never fly directly over a previous target area unless youre doubly sure its clear, usually this
means letting someone else go first.

https://terapie-psi.ro/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1628d6d0fb0b3e---
carlyle-06na-manual.pdf

https://terapie-psi.ro/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1628d6d0fb0b3e---carlyle-06na-manual.pdf
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Whenever possible you should engage your targets from safely outside of the effective range of their
weapons. Youre primary weapon, the 9K121 Vikhr, can be reliably employed from up to 8.9km and
further depending on altitude. This means you can out range any short range sam threat in the
game. SA15s, OSAs and Tunguskas are not a problem provided you scouted your approach and know
where they are. Most short range SAMS wont engage you past 8.5km, Strelas wont hit past 6,
avengers and manpad stingers wont go past 4.5 and laser guided tank fired missiles wont reach past
4. Against AAA threats its good to remember that if you can accurately hit them with your cannon,
they can inaccurately flood your immediate airspace with fire and probably get a few hits. Its good to
keep in mind that if your laser warning system goes off it almost always means you are currently in
range of laser guided missiles from the more advanced tanks. It only takes around 50kph of lateral
movement to make them miss but thats no reason to stay so close. If your LWS goes off turn around,
reset it until it stops going off then turn back around and find out whats lasing you.Emplaced ZU23s
can be dispatched from around 4km using a short burst or two of HE high explosive ammo since it
only takes 12 direct round impacts to destroy them. For most other ground units you can put down
effective fire from 2km, and still do some damage out to 3km. Part of a good sortie means doing
everything you can with what you have. If you use your cannon effectively you can easily rack up 20
extra kills against softer targets and save yourself the back and forth to get more Vikhrs. When
using the cannon in conjunction with the Shkval its best to go with a slow rate of fire for better
accuracy. Save the high rate of fire for fast moving targets, enemy helicopters, or panicd strafing
runs.

While you can actually put AP rounds on target at over 3km, their speed will have decreased
substantially and will do a greatly reduced amount of damage. For them to have reasonable
effectiveness youll need to be within 2km, and a distance of 1.5km or less is ideal. HE ammo doesnt
suffer from this problem and is equally effective at all ranges, but on the other hand HE rounds do
limited damage to anything armored.I rank them lower in usefulness than the cannons purely
because of the chance factor. My advice is to use them before you attempt to gun because you never
know how lucky youll get and saving precious cannon rounds is always a good thing. A well placed
volley of s13s can be hugely devastating against a tight group of soft targets. All trademarks are
property of their respective owners in the US and other countries. If so, how adequate are they 2 Is
it a bad idea to get the Black Shark, if all we have is a basic stick Logitech Extreme, and we have no
rudder pedals 3 I am accustomed to SU25T and SU27 a little bit. Is that an advantage in terms of
learning Black Sharks systems Some basic instruments might be easy to grasp but there is a lot
more to learn in the Ka50. It is worth it ASM is clickable cockpit. So, its a lot more challenging than
the FC3 aircraft like the Su27 and the free Su25T. Flying a helicopter in general is a completely
different concept than flying a fixed wing aircraft. I am not saying this to discourage you, but, in
fact, to encourage you to be ready to learn a real DCS aircraft. However, if you like jets, you should
look into the Mirage, but it is not currently available on Steam, and only the standalone DCS from
their website. The A10A is a simplified version without the clickable pit, but is also an older model
and is less capable. The joystick you have will suffice, as it has the twist for rudder. I suggest
skipping the startup procedure, and instead focus on operating the chopper.

The Autostart shortcut works great, just sit back and wait 3 mins. And once you are somewhat
comfortable with flying it and employing its weapons, you can go back and learn the manual startup
procedure. Also, in the DCS Settings, make sure that youre in Simulation Mode and not Game Mode.
Although the latter can be fun, it is not something one should be getting used to. After getting the
Black Shark, first, start by reading the DCS BS2 QuickStart Guide EN.pdf It will help you with
setting up the Joystick. Only then proceed to reading the DCS BS2 Flight Manual EN.pdf and doing
the tutorials. The PDF files are located in C\.\DCS World\Mods\aircraft\Ka50\Doc\ Enjoy! They can
all be found here 2. As long as it has a twist axis it should be fine. Be prepared to memorize A LOT of
keyboard commands. For your first kill you should only have to learn how to set the heli up for



combat and how to fly it. Just watch through the dev notes, its not too complicated. The coaxial
rotors balance each other out with difference in torque, which is controlled by the rudder pedals.
Unless there is 0 wind you will need to trim the rudder because the heading hold autopilot has
limited control authority. There is really nothing automatic about it. Its still a helicopter and as such
requires careful inputs. I want to see you make a hard right turn with keyboard rudder without
having your rotor blades collide.Unless there is 0 wind you will need to trim the rudder because the
heading hold autopilot has limited control authority. I want to see you make a hard right turn with
keyboard rudder without having your rotor blades collide. Mind your language. Ka50 does not have
tail rotor and main rotor balance each other. Trimming in Ka50 is essentially about programming the
autopilot. Autopilot in Ka50 does handle various more complex things as well. These are the things
in essence you need to hear when new pilot, details are always more complex than you can put into a
simple forum post.

That is what the manual is for You are right about ability to use torque difference for yawing. But to
fly it in a simulation you dont need rudder pedals, twist stick will work there. Sounds like you dont
know much about Ka50 capabilities even. Every other helo for DCS does need pedals though. All
trademarks are property of their respective owners in the US and other countries. Some geospatial
data on this website is provided by geonames.org. DCS Black Shark will offer an unprecedented
level of realism in regards to flight dynamics, instruments modeling, avionics systems, and weapon
systems. The artificial Intelligence of ground vehicles and helicopters has been improved
dramatically as well as weapon modeling. A new Mission Editor includes a powerful electronic
mapping system that allows user to easily create missions and campaigns.Steep learning curve,
though.Kudos to Eagle Dynamics and its beautiful rendition of Kamovs deadliest
chopper.Recommended for everyone who always wanted to learn how to fly for real.Eye appeal and
diversity never hurt anyone.Eagle Dynamics have gone all out in I do not normally write reviews for
anything but DCS Black Shark was so good I have to tell someone. Eagle Dynamics have gone all out
in simulating the Russian attack helicopter the KA50. Black Shark is aimed specifically at the people
who are hardcore flight simmers as it is simulating a single seat gunship where you do the job of
both the pilot and gunner. The game allows for the level of realism to be played down but if you buy
this game you clearly arent in the mood easy streetalthough i do recommend starting there.
However, due to a slight problem with the game not being able to unpause for me on easy mode, I
had to have it set to hardcore simulation. After several tutorials and many pages from the
instructional pdf I was finally firing my first missiles at an LAV 25with success. The game gets more
and more enjoyable as you play it.

Black Sharks graphics are well done but the true beauty of Black Shark is in the intense flight model
and attention to detail when it comes to making this flight sim.Even if you do not like combat, the
detailed systems and damage model allows In my opinion still the best helicopter simulator today
2012. Even if you do not like combat, the detailed systems and damage model allows for a much
more realistic experience than any civil simulator I know of.Yes, it does use Starforce, but not the
version that installs The best helicopter sim since Longbow 2 and the best overall sim of 2009. Yes, it
does use Starforce, but not the version that installs malware on your PC. It simply uses online
activation which seems to be the norm these days.Great graphics, great level of realism. A Combat
Flight Sim fun would appreciate it 100%. It This is one of the best sims in the market. Great
graphics, great level of realism. Starforce is a necessary evil but it caused me no problem at all. The
game was at a very friendly price 28euros given its quality. If you are a sim fun its a must buy.Thats
not a marketing gimmick. Its a fact!Thats not a marketing gimmick. Its a fact!As a trivia Ill add that
DCS Black Shark allows difficulty and realism settings customization using which user can virtually
change it to an arcade game. So what it so special about DCS Black SharkNo wild guesses and no
aircrafts not actually in service. I do realize the text is not easy to read without formatting but it may
be worth it. So, a military grade description should said it all but heres a few additional thoughts



about DCS Black SharkI just dont feel like writing essays IssuesDo not fix bugs that have been
around for over 2 years now.Do not fix bugs that have been around for over 2 years now.Starforce
wont accept my cd key. I cant play the game, And the store wont accept returns. Please try
again.Windows XPPlease try your search again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.

To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple
average. It also analyses reviews to verify trustworthiness. Installed on new ASUS Game Laptop,
works perfectly.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again It sure seems to prevent you from trading or selling it, although I do not know.
I am older than most gamers, When I buy a game, I should own it, and no outside firm should have
any control over it. Of course, that is only my opinion, but it seems this addition is just plain
wrong.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again This has become more so as home
computers have become more powerful and DCS Black Shark takes full advantage of modern
hardware to deliver what must be the ultimate helicopter simulator in the gaming world. In full
simulation mode you can expect to spend some serious time learning all of the flight systems and
controls within the aircraft. Ive had this game a couple of months and havent yet fully mastered the
art of flying the machine with all the easy options turned off. Rather than seeing that as an
impediment to ejoyment, it merely means this product delivers the goods for those looking for a hard
core simulator. It also means Ill have the game for years with simply hours of replay
entertainment.its one reason I love simulators. Leaving aside the complications associated with
flying a helicopter, the game delivers an enriched flying experience, especially when combined with
a reasonable system. I am running an intel dual core 3.2ghz machine with 2 gigs of RAM and a
9600GSO card, with 768mb of video RAM. Maximum settings will slow the game down once you
include ground targets and all the panopoly of war, but visually the development team have thought
of everything, but a good spec PC is definitely needed. You can adjust the settings whichll increase
frame rates when there is a lot of action going on.

The enormous war theater is highly realistic and the modelling of the Black Shark is utterly
fantastic, both inside and out. Furthermore, switching to other aircraft to view action going in the
theatre illustrates that the team did not compromise on the skins of other objects. It is quite possibly
one of the most detailed and beautifully modelled flight sims out there and this visual experience is
mindblowingly realistic. One of the challenges I am still coming to grips with and to be fair I havent
played the game as much as Id like is learning to fly a chopper over a fixed wing aircraft. I have a
new respect for helicopter pilots now as the experience is quite different. The developers have done
a great job of recreating the physics of flying a chopper. It is much more susceptible to the
influences of wind and turbulence and requires some time to get right, especially landing and
controlling hovering. In full simulation mode I would totally recommend rudder pedals as theres no
way to accurately control the tail shifting about with cross winds. True to form, the aircraft behaves
as it would in the real world and Id have been dead several times or maimed by bits of rotorblade
thumping down on terra ferma like lead balloon. To this end the helicopter will bounce and rock
about if you try to throw it around like a fixed wing and if you go back to an arcade mode after the
sim, the flying seems a little wooden. The other challenge of the game has to be getting your head
around the various avionics systems within the aircraft. The simulator mimics everything down to
minute detail and excitingly just about every single button within the cockpit works. Its incredibly
detailed and like the flying it takes time to learn how to follow the start up procedure just to get the
engines running and then learn the weapons targetting and control systems. The game comes with
quite a few training videos which layout the basics of various aspects of flying the chopper.
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